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Abstract
 

The objective of this project is to understand how information de-
sign– specifically  informative  illustration– can contribute to  producing  
concept sketches for  a science-fiction/puzzle game called Sky’s Edge. 

Through theoretical studies and research methods, I aimed to deep-
en my understanding of what makes a concept image a good one, and 
from that, I aimed to determine how informative illustration can help in 
designing and sketching the ideas that the job requester needed.

The conducted theoretical studies indicated that a good concept image 
is one that contains ideas which are easily understood/communicated, 
can inspire the team, and in turn generate further discussion. They also  
revealed the vast advantages of thumbnail sketching– which can lead to 
the development of stronger ideas and compositions. Refined sketches 
and drawings are produced thereafter to present these ideas to the devel-
opment team.

The purpose of the resulting collection of concept images was to unify 
the visual direction of the team responsible for developing the game.
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Definitions
Concept Image

An image with the purpose of describing ideas. In game or film     
production, concept images can describe characters, environments, 
props, etc. 

Props
Short for properties– items and objects such as accessories, furniture, 

vehicles, etc.

Development Team (The job requester)
A team that is responsible for developing a game or film, with mem-

bers that include (but not limited to) art directors, 3D-artists, program-
mers, level designers, etc.

End-Users
The eventual audience of the end-product.

Design Phase
The pre-production phase, which includes the development of ideas, 

prototypes, game design documents, etc (Bates 2004 p. 327).
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
In many industries, concept development forms the basis of an 

end-product’s overall design. This also applies to entertainment (film, 
video-game, comic-book, etc), where concept images are

• blueprints that help guide developers design and build a product’s 
visuals (characters, environments, props, visual effects, etc)

• illustrations that are used to prototype or pitch products for ap-
proval or funding. 

Illustrators who produce concept images must have the ability to take 
abstract textual/verbal ideas, and turn them into tangible, interesting, 
and self-explanatory visual representations that unambiguously commu-
nicate structure, look and feel, emotion, and intent. They should also be 
able to keep time restrictions in mind (Bates 2004 p. 173).

Concept Art/Design
Concept design involves the development of a product that does not 

yet exist. In entertainment, the industry refers to the act of producing 
images that describe ideas as concept “art” and not “design”. I briefly 
examined the difference between art and design to provide a clarifica-
tion of why I believe this project should fall under the design category.

According to Heskett (2005 p. 3):

Discussion of design is complicated by an initial problem presented 
by the word itself. ‘Design’ has so many levels of meaning that it 
is itself a source of confusion. It is rather like the word ‘love’, the 
meaning of which radically shifts dependent upon who is using it, 
to whom it is applied, and in what context.

Aspelund defines design as a plan of action that is taken to solve a 
problem (2006 p. 5). Rowland (1993) characterises design as a goal-di-
rected process– that involves technical skills, creativity, and intuitive 
thought– in which the goal is to conceive and realize something new.

In game/film  production, the  purpose of a concept image is to con-
vey ideas (messages) that can inspire others, give birth to new ideas, 
and spark discussion (Adams 2014 p. 192; Pardew 2005 p. 112; Pick-
thall 2014). 

So why “art” and not “design”? 

Sandberg (2014), a senior lecturer at Uppsala University’s Game de-
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sign and graphics institution states that concept design and concept art 
are two different things:

Design is functionality, not aesthetics (how something looks), but 
how it works and why it works that way. Art is expression, and it 
too should not be confused with how it looks. As in conceptual fine 
art. Concept art and conceptual fine art is when the idea is more 
important than the idea’s presentation method. Concept art is used 
to present possible alternatives to a visual decision, usually under 
pre production situations (as in architecture, industrial, gaming, 
film, theatre etc). Concept design is used to present how a function-
ality could work - as in architecture or industrial design. Games and 
films can require both.

Jonsson’s (2014) opinion seems to agree with Sandbeeg’s– concept 
design provides visual solutions that are quick and rough without much 
regard to aesthetics, while concept art entails presenting design solu-
tions that are aesthetically pleasing. 

Holmsten (2014) believes that concept design is a more fitting title, 
because it focuses on the design itself and not aesthetics. It includes de-
sign methods that come from disciplines such as architecture, industrial 
design, automotive design, costume design, and set/scenic design.

Sandberg, Jonsson, and Holmsten regard “design” as a process that is 
limited to functionality with no regard to aesthetics. A classification that 
contradicts both Aspelund and Rawland’s definitions, which I find more 
plausible– in my opinion, a plan of action taken to solve a problem 
should not be excluded from the “design” classification simply because 
aesthetics is part of the equation. The appearance of a design is as inte-
gral to it’s success as it’s functionality, specifically when it is meant to 
inspire others. Furthermore, a solution that is visually unappealing or 
uninteresting is less likely to engage it’s intended audience regardless of 
how well it may function (Bramston 2010 p. 83; Brown 2008; Ambrose 
& Harris 2010 p. 92). For example, fashion designers are not referred 
to as fashion artists, even though their plan of action involves designing 
products that are functional as well as aesthetically pleasing. 

In game development, however, the term “concept design” entails 
much more than producing a game’s look and feel. A game’s concept is 
a manual that documents it’s general idea, it’s genre, game-play, end-us-
ers, story, budget, etc (Adams 2014 p. 125). Referring to the process of 
describing ideas through images as concept design instead of art would 
therefore cause misinformation, and will be avoided in this report.
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1.2 Aim
Effektfabriken is an advertising and software development firm situ-

ated in Norrköping, Sweden. They plan on developing an experimental 
game called Sky’s Edge for Oculus Rift (a virtual reality console). The 
purpose of the game is to explore the platform’s capabilities/limitations, 
and to demonstrate the product’s capacity to clients.  To be able to build 
the game, the development team needs to conceptualise, illustrate and 
develop the ideas behind the game’s environments and props. 

The aim of this project is to utilize the knowledge I have gained 
within Information Design (specifically Informative Illustration) while 
producing concept images that clearly describe (and help improve) the 
ideas behind game/film environments and props. These concept images 
must serve as blueprints that help development teams design, explore, 
and produce visually consistent products with the best possible ideas.

1.3 Research Questions
How can good concept images be produced during the design 

(pre-production) phase of a game’s development process?

Sub-questions:

• What defines a good concept image?

• What process structure can be followed to help develop and pro-
duce good concept images? 

 ○ What types of images should exist within the process?

1.4 The Development Team (The Client)
A game’s look and feel should match the preference of it’s intended 

audience, the end-users (Adams 2014 p. 47; Sandberg 2014). Ensuring 
that, is the job of the project’s senior/lead designer– who is responsible 
for collaborating with the illustrator. 

Concept images are produced by the illustrator to describe the game’s 
look and feel based on the senior/lead design’s vision. The images are  
to communicate that vision to the development team– the people who 
will develop and build it. (Adams 2014 p. 54; Bates 2004 p. 173; Pick-
thall 2014; Pedersen 2009 p. 168, 186). 

This project’s job requester is Effektfabriken’s development team, 
which consists of Mattias Hallström and Tobias Malm.
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1.5 Limitations
• The focus of this project is to produce early pre-production con-

cept images. Production/pitch concept images are excluded as 
requested by Effektfabriken’s team. 

• The client limited the project from including target group studies 
which would define the game’s end-users. 

• Only certain parts of the game were conceptualized.

• None of the developed concept images were produced in color– 
as requested by Effektfabriken’s designers. Color and it’s related 
theories were excluded from this project.  
The team’s decision to exclude color might have been due to 
limiting the scope of this project to early pre-production images. 
Color can sometimes be excluded from early phases of design in 
order to focus on ideas, form, etc. 

• Due to confidentiality restrictions at the time, testing the resulting 
images had to be limited to Effektfabriken’s team.  
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2  Theoretical Studies

2.1 What is a good concept image
In game design, being able to describe ideas through images is vital 

to the production process– it is what unifies the visual direction of the 
development team, giving birth to a more consistent outcome. Without 
concept images, the risk of miscommunication can become unavoidable 
(Bates 2004 p. 173; Pardew 2005 p. xv). 

Concept images are prototyping assets– where facts and ideas are 
assembled in order to generate new ones. They visually describe ideas 
and designs to have them evaluated and discussed, experimented with, 
tested, and further developed before committing to costly productions 
(Schell 2008 p. 85, 350).

Schell (2008 p. 349-351) states that most people find well-rendered 
images of good ideas hard to resist, and that good concept images can:

• Make ideas clear to the developers.
• Spark the team’s interest, motivate, and inspire them. 
• Provide prototypes that allow members to see, test, as well as pitch 

games to investors. 

Rollings and Morris (2004 p. 46) characterise the following image 
(Image 2-1) as an example of a good concept image.

Image 2-1 Concept for The Shadow King (Nicholson 2010), 
what Rollings & Morris (2004) characterize as a good concept image 

© Russ Nicholson. All Rights Reserved.
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It is easy to understand the idea that the sketch above describes. Al-
though the lines, forms and values are rough (rendered only to a certain 
degree where different entities and structures can be distinguished), it 
shows interesting details– airships (zeppelins) floating above a medieval 
city– which can bring forth discussions that can inspire new ideas. 

2.1.1 Clear Idea Communication
 Concept images need to be produced quickly to keep with tight pro-

duction deadlines. They however also need to clearly communicate and 
explain ideas to people with different levels of perception (Adams 2014 
p. 192-193; Holmsten 2014). 

How polished should pre-production concept images be?
Pre-final concept images should not go beyond rough drawings, with 

details limited to describing the ideas that are important to highlight 
(Schell 2008 p. 350-351). Holmsten (2014) confirms this theory:

An Art Director on your team, he usually has a talented eye for 
knowing exactly what it is you are trying to communicate, and he 
doesn’t need much polish to understand what it is you want to tell 
him. However, show the same image to say, a programmer, and he 
might not see what direction you are going at. The same goes for 
showing your concepts to clients, businessmen who are not used to 
working with art, and would rather have a super polished illustra-
tion to impress them.

How can ideas within sketches quickly become  
easier to understand ?

In general, introducing textual annotations or annotating with symbols 
can enhance the clarity of visuals when working in groups  (McGown et 
al. 1998 p. 432-433). 

The annotations should be informally written to avoid intimidation 
and to encourage feedback and discussion (Richards 2013 Chapter 2 p. 
53). The following image provides a good example (Image 2-2). 
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Image 2-2 Corridor sketch showing the use of annotations for World of Warcraft Cataclysm 
(Blizzard Entertainment 2009a) 

World of Warcraft Cataclysm © Blizzard Entertainment. All Rights Reserved.

What theories can designers use to make images easier  
to understand?

Theories on how we perceive visuals, specifically gestalt principles, 
can help explain how people see and search for order, relationships, or 
differences between various elements (Hashimoto & Clayton 2009 p. 
28; Bergström 2009 p. 201). 

These principles focus on  how to manipulate relationships, order, or 
variations between the different elements within visuals to better de-
scribe the ideas they might contain (Bergström 2009 p. 201).  

Lipton (2007 p. 17-25) defines some of the most common gestalt prin-
ciples, which I found useful to this project, as follows:

• Proximity– If a group of elements are related, they should be 
placed in close proximity to one another.

• Similarity– If elements within a group are supposed to be equal, 
then they should look similar.

• Figure & Ground– There should be a clear distinction between 
elements of the foreground and the background.

• Direction– To group elements that have a similar direction.

• Closure & Continuation– Viewers will have a tendency to join 
elements that are aligned on the same path.

Last but not least, Richards (2013 chapter 4 p. 27-28) and Scheier 
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(2014 Week 2) describe an additional theory that can be fundamental to 
concept image production:

• Foreground, middle-ground, and background concept–To lead 
the viewer’s eye through the canvas. This theory is essential for 
creating environments that are believable, are clear, and easy to 
understand. The foreground (closest to the viewer) frames the can-
vas and introduces the viewer to the focal-point by leading her eye 
to the middle-ground. The middle-ground houses the focal-point 
and contains most of the details. Lastly, the background reinforces 
the role of the foreground, acting as a secondary frame around the 
focal-point, and therefore containing the least amount of detail.

2.1.2 Sparking Interest

Storytelling
According to Kosol (2014) and Zhu (2010), embedding storytelling 

into concept images can help engage viewers. The following example, 
by Robert Kondo (2014a), illustrates how storytelling is incorporated 
into environment concepts to make them interesting. Kondo described 
his sketch (produced for an animated feature film– Disney Pixar’s Ratta-
toie) (Image 2-3):

A set dressing drawing for Linguini’s apartment, a great exercise 
in character design through the set, it was fun to think about the 
different objects to place in Linguini’s living space. It was nice to 
imagine his life beyond what we see on screen.  
Some fun details are the couch that someone else was throwing 
away with a missing cushion (Linguini found a cushion from a 
different couch to fill the gap). The plant barely holding onto life, 
Linguini remembers to water it occasionally. The sink serves as the 
kitchen sink as well as the bathroom sink, it’s where he brushes his 
teeth and washes his dishes!

Image 2-3  Linguini’s Apartment (Kondo 2014a) for the animated feature film Ratatouille 
Rattatoie © Disney.Pixar . All Rights Reserved.
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2.2 The Design Process– Tools & Structure
Rodgers (2000) states in a study about the early phases of visual con-

cept development, that as the process progresses, so should the required 
amount of detail within the visual. The earlier we are in the process, the 
less we need to focus on detail, and vice versa. 

According to Purcell and Gero (1998 p. 390, 394), Scheier (2014 
Week 2), and Richards  (2013 Chapter 2 p. 14-18), focusing on loose 
and simplified designs within the early phases comes with a great ad-
vantage– idea productivity. Keeping things simple encourages creativity 
and aids in generating, exploring, and documenting as many ideas as 
possible. This in turn improves the diversity as well as quality of the 
ideas within a short amount of time. Chosen designs that could not have 
otherwise been discovered, are thereafter developed into complex and 
polished images.

2.2.1 Sketching– A Creative Tool 
Many studies conclude that the use of freehand sketching in the early 

conceptual phases of design is beneficial due to it’s effectiveness– not 
only is it quick and cost-effective, but it’s ambiguity (which gives birth 
to qualities that were not anticipated or imagined beforehand), enhances 
creativity and the ability to explore while design problems are being 
solved (McGown et al. 1998; Purcell & Gero 1998 p. 392; Do et al. 
2000 p. 484 - 485). 

Furthermore, the number of produced sketches during the earlier 
phases of the process is directly proportional to the design’s successful 
outcome (Yang 2009 p. 2).

Reeder (2006) states that

In all cases, the sketch remains a record of an idea that is communi-
cated to people involved in the development of a product or space.

Richards (2013 Chapter 2 p. 4) states that sketching is a fast and sim-
ple method that encourages the creative process– sketching throughout 
the conceptual phase provides a needed source of critical feedback.  

Effective Concept Sketching
Effective concept sketching is achieved when an illustrator focuses 

on capturing and describing creative and expressive ideas regardless of 
how rough the visual might be (Rollings & Morris 2004 p. 145; Pick-
thall 2014; Schell 2008 p. 350).

According to Richards (2013 Chapter 2 p. 4-5, Chapter 3 p. 3), good 
concept sketching:
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• Is done with little to no judgement of the result– it’s sole purpose 
is to capture the flow of ideas as they occur. 

• Communicates and develops ideas that allow team members to 
learn something new and then move on to the next idea. 

• Entails a transition from seeing and drawing the world as it is, to 
envisioning and documenting the world as it could be.

2.2.2 Existing Process Structures– Design Models
According to Holmsten (2014) and Sandberg (2014), it is difficult to 

define a set structure that can represent the process of producing concept 
images. Each project, team, or organization might have a different ap-
proach, and an ongoing discussion between the team and the illustrator 
is necessary to find a structure that works.

A starting point, however, can be derived from Kosol’s model (2014) 
as well as Hashimoto and Clayton’s model (Hashimoto & Clayton 2009 
p. 55-p61). According to Kosol, this model can be thought of as the 
industry’s general approach (Image 2-4).

 Phases which the scope of this project will be limited to
Image 2-4 Kosol’s model (2014) 

The process starts with an image search for ideas and references. 
Three types of concept images are produced thereafter– Thumbnails, 
pre-production (pre-final) images, and final (production/pitch) images.   

2.3 Types of Concept Images
Based on Kosol’s (2014), and Hashimoto & Clayton’s models (2009 

p. 55-61), the three types of concept images are identified as:

• Thumbnail sketches– Small exploratory sketches of ideas.

• Pre-final (early exploration) images– Enlarged and slightly 
refined versions of chosen thumbnail sketches. These images are 
used to propose designs, explore ideas and alternatives, and pro-
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mote further discussion.

• Production/Pitch images– Finished illustrations of chosen and 
finalized designs in the form of model-sheets or highly refined 
paintings. Used as (1) prototypes that give team members (who 
lack imaginations) a preview of the world they are designing and 
building, (2) as blueprints for production, or (3) to pitch/advertise 
the game to investors and end-users.

This project is limited to the first two types of images (thumbnail 
sketches and pre-final exploration images) and excludes the third.

It is important to remember that these definitions have been derived 
from theory and empirics, and cannot be generalized over the entire in-
dustry. A study about the usefulness of sketching in the idea-generation 
phase (Yang 2008 p. 2), however– which mentions Furguson’s classifi-
cation of the different types of sketches– reveals interesting similarities 
that can strengthen this deduction:

• The thinking sketch serves as a reflective medium.
• The talking sketch supports design collaboration. 
• The prescriptive sketch acts as a blueprint for design work.

Thumbnails are thinking sketches that record and explore ideas, 
pre-final sketches are meant to be presented and collaboratively dis-
cussed with team members, and perspective sketches are finalized 
designs that serve as blueprints for production.

2.3.1 Thumbnail Sketches
Thumbnails are very small and simple sketches that are used to gener-

ate ideas or plan compositions. In other words, visual documentations of 
thoughts as they occur (pardew 2005 p. 46; Zhu 2013). They are meant 
to record and experiment with as many idea variations as possible with-
in a short period of time. 

They are a highly effective tool of creativity because they are pro-
duced solely for the designer’s benefit– removing the pressure of having 
to meet with viewer expectations, and in turn leaving plenty of room for 
creativity (Richards 2013 Chapter 2 p. 17-18; Zhu 2013; Reeder 2006). 

The limited size of thumbnail sketches provides another great advan-
tage– it forces designers out of the habit of fixating on details and/or 
technique (forcing them to keep things simple), and to move on to new 
ideas rather than sticking to one (Richards 2013 Chapter 2 p. 17-18). 

The following images are empirical examples, showing what different 
designers regard as thumbnail sketches (Images 2-5 and 2-6). 
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Image 2-5 Thumbnail examples by Feng Zhu (2013) 
© Feng Zhu. All Rights Reserved.

Image 2-6 Thumbnail Examples by Kondo (2014b) for the animated feature film Wall-E 
Wall-E © Disney.Pixar . All Rights Reserved.

2.3.2 Pre-Final/ Early Exploration Images
Hashimoto and Clayton (2009 p58) describe early pre-final images as 

expanded and refined thumbnail sketches– produced to experiment with, 
discuss, and examine preliminary variations of an idea before commit-
ting to the production of final images.

The following images are examples that show a variety of what de-
signers regard as pre-final sketches (Image 2-7 to 2-10).
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Image 2-7 Pre-final concept for Diabolo III (Blizzard Entertainment 2004) 
Diabolo III © Blizzard Entertainment. All Rights Reserved.

Image 2-8 Pre-final concept for World of Warcraft Cataclysm  
(Blizzard Entertainment 2009b) 

World of Warcraft Cataclysm © Blizzard Entertainment. All Rights Reserved.
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Image 2-9  Pre-final concept of methods of transport for The Shadow King  
(Nicholson 2010) 

© Russ Nicholson. All Rights Reserved.

Image 2-10  Early concepts of Ralph (Arriaga 2013a; 2013b; 2013c)  
for the animated feature film Wreck-It Ralph. 
Wreck-It Ralph © Disney. All Rights Reserved.

2.4 Criticism of Literature
Some of my references are old (Rowland 1993; McGown et al. 1998; 

Purcell & Gero 1998; Do et al. 2000; Rodgers et al. 2000; Bates 2004).  
Their relevance to my research, however, involves topics that aren’t in-
fluenced by newer technologies. Furthermore, I was unable to find new-
er references that could replace them, nor disqualify their credibility.

Kosol (2014) and Zhu’s (2010) statements regarding the incorporation 
of storytelling into concept images to engage viewers were extracted 
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form online video lectures. Using this theory as a reference cannot be 
considered scientific. I therefore strengthened the theory by finding an 
empirical example and conducting qualitative interviews (2.1.2 Spark-
ing Interest p. 8).

Other theories, which were also extracted from online-video lectures 
and cannot be considered scientific (Scheier 2014; Kosol 2014; Zhu 
2010; Zhu 2013), were strictly used:

• in conjunction with references that are credible.

• as starting points that lead to further theoretical studies (with sci-
entific merit to back them up).

3  Research Methods

In general, if a research question is best answered through numerical 
figures that represent the norm, then quantitative methods would be 
ideal (IDEO 2014 p. 33; Leedy & Ormrod 2009 p. 94). Quantitative 
questions provide answers that give a broad overview of what is com-
mon or isn’t. They however cannot develop once they have been asked. 
Qualitative methods, on the other hand, can answer the “why” questions 
which seek deeper explanations– they often keep doors open to fol-
low-up questions that can keep changing until that deeper understanding 
is reached. (IDEO 2014 p. 33; Leedy & Ormrod 2009 p. 94). 

The planning of research methods began as soon as my questions 
were put on paper. They however dramatically evolved once my re-
search progressed and implementation began. According to Holme & 
Solvang (1997 p. 80), that’s to be expected– new information advances 
the understanding of the problem, it’s requirements, and the methods 
that are necessary to answer it’s questions.

My conclusion was that qualitative methods were better suited to 
provide the answers, because they involve forming an understanding 
of how the process should be formed, how ideas should be visually 
described and developed, and how to choose the types of images that 
should exist within the process. None of my questions involved evaluat-
ing what the norm was (Holme & Solvang 1997 p.14). 

The qualitative research methods I used provided me with essential 
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definitions, and also strengthened the theories that were not derived 
from sources with scientific merit (2.4 Criticism of Literature p. 14). 

3.1 Forming The Brief 
According to IDEO (2014 p. 55), the experts are the people we design 

for. A Brief Meeting with my job requesters (the development team, 
consisting of Mattias Hallström and Tobias Malm) provided my project 
with necessary information– what to design, how much of the game 
would be designed, and what their needs and requirements were. 

Aside from answering my questions, the team provided me with a 
collection of files that they had put together beforehand. The folder con-
tained images to use as a guide, and a few simple sketches to start from.

I also took the opportunity to discuss our process– according to Holm-
sten (2014) and Sandberg (2014) , the structure of the design process is 
a result of an ongoing discussion between the team and illustrator.

3.2 Literature Review
I started this project with a literature review– to survey articles, books 

and other sources related to my topic. I needed answers that could frame 
my research and identify useful theories and vocabularies relevant to 
what a good concept image is, how important concept images are, nec-
essary tools/methods, and the structure of the design process.

Early search attempts to finding relevant literature included the fol-
lowing keywords and their derivatives (individually and/or combined):  
Concept, development, visual, communication, design, interpretation, 
perception, idea, image, sketch, process. 

The search came back with several references relating to concept 
sketching and the usefulness of sketching as a creative tool. None of 
the references however provided an insight on the definition of a good 
concept image, design processes and their corresponding image types, 
or credible references on two new questions that surfaced– why should 
storytelling be incorporated into concept images, and how? 

In order to find literature that answered some of the remaining ques-
tions, as well as new questions that arose, adding ‘game’ to the search 
criteria came back with many useful results (specifically books on game 
design). My remaining questions were answered with the exception of 
the importance of storytelling and how it is incorporated. 
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3.3 Qualitative Interviews 
According to IDEO (2014 p. 55), experts are people with deeper 

insights on particular topics. They are the ones to turn to for quick, in-
depth information.

 IDEO’s guidelines (2015 p. 43) also state that when interviewing 
experts, well-planned and researched questions should be prepared 
beforehand to improve chances of better results. In addition, remaining 
critical to the answers received from experts instead of automatically 
accepting them as proven theories is key–  the possibility that experts 
can sometimes develop their own assumptions exist. Last but not least, 
it is also important to avoid asking leading questions that put words into 
the participants’ mouths (Denscombe 2010 p. 167).

My qualitative expert interviews were semi-structured– I needed the 
flexibility they offered in terms of modifying questions or their order to 
reach that deeper understanding (Denscombe 2010 p. 167).  

3.3.1 Background knowledge in concept development  
Leo Sandberg, Tony Holmsten & Viktor Jonsson

The need to conduct these interviews surfaced due to the lack of 
answers that the early literature review attempts returned, and the lack 
of references that could strengthen some of the theories (which were not 
extracted from credible sources). 

They were conducted to answer the following questions:

• What makes a concept image a good one, and how can concept 
images be helpful to development teams?

• Why are concept images important?
• How do teams and illustrators coordinate and work together?
• How refined and polished should concept images be?

The experts– Sandberg, Holmsten, and Jonsson– were found through 
Linked-In. They were chosen based on their varied occupational back-
grounds and their portfolios. Sandberg is a concept artist, director, and 
concept art lecturer at Uppsala University. Holmsten worked at Dice for 
6 years and is currently freelancing. Viktor Jonsson has been a freelance 
illustrator through most of his career.

The questions were asked and answered through correspondence– 
written answers made documentation easier, but complicated the pro-
cess of keeping the questions open-ended– a necessity for reaching for 
deeper understandings (Holme & Solvang 1997 p. 99).
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3.3.2 Incorporating storytelling into concept images  
Bobby Chiu with Kei Acedera, & Kris Pern

The fundamental theory about the advantages of incorporating story-
telling into concept images surfaced as a result of the earlier background 
interviews and literature reviews. The reference from which it was 
extracted, however, was not credible, so the need to confirm the theory’s 
validity and how it is applied became necessary. 

I asked the following questions:

• Why incorporate storytelling into concept images?
• How is storytelling incorporated into them?

I took the opportunity to conduct these interviews while attending a 
2015 Schoolism workshop in London. The experts– Chiu and Acedera 
(founders and hosts of Schoolism) are character designers and art direc-
tors who also founded Imaginism Studios, which has taken part in pro-
ducing concepts for live-action and animated feature films. Pern, who 
was one of the workshop lecturers is a storyboard artist and an animated 
feature director at Sony Pictures.

The semi-structured interview questions were formulated beforehand. 
They were also short and straight to the point (Denscombe 2010 p. 154).
The speakers were busy, so while the questions were open-ended, the 
conversations could not take long. I therefore recorded the interviews to 
document their answers as quickly as possible.  

3.4 Ethical Considerations
Gender/Racial Norms

Because Sky’s Edge is a first-person perspective game– containing 
only environments and props with no characters– no ethical challenges 
were considered in regards to gender/racial bias and norms in games. 

Qualitative Interviews - Informed Consent
Expert participants of the qualitative interviews were informed of the 

topic of my research and it’s nature beforehand– ensuring that their con-
sent has not been given under false pretences (Denscombe 2010 p. 138).

3.5 Criticism of Research Methods
The questions I asked during the background interviews (3.2.1 Back-

ground knowledge in concept development p. 17) were too long and too 
descriptive to avoid being vague. Interview questions should however 
always be kept short and to the point (Denscombe 2010 p. 167). 
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4 Result Summary

4.1 Project Brief Summary
The team’s objective is to design a first-person perspective sci-

ence-fiction/puzzle game for a virtual reality console called Oculus Rift. 
The game takes place on board a space station in the not too distant 
future– where technologies have advanced to a certain point, yet still 
resemble today’s machinery (Nasa’s ISS station was to be used as a 
reference). The station contains many areas, but the ones that will be 
designed (along with their props) are the station’s exterior, the corridors, 
the biolab, and the cryoroom. The game’s atmosphere should convey 
horror, unease and mystery. Inspirations for it’s style are games/films 
such as Pandora, Alien 2, Portal, and Myst. It starts as the player wakes 
up in a cryo-chamber, and finds him/herself alone on the a station with 
evident signs of an emergency, and no memory of the turn of events that 
lead to the current circumstances.  
The team and myself will follow an iterative process of ideating, pro-
ducing, and discussing/refining throughout the project.

4.2 Result of Qualitative Expert Interviews -  
Background Knowledge

The answers provided a starting point that helped redirect and refine 
the literature review. They also helped confirm some of the theories I 
was hoping to strengthen. A good concept image is vital to the produc-
tion process, it is a visual that can easily deliver ideas without the use of 
excessive detail, it is the product of a process which has been collabora-
tively put together by the illustrator and the team, and most importantly, 
it needs to inspire it’s viewers. The most important question that was 
brought to light by these interviews was “how can still concept images 
spark the viewer’s interest and inspire them?”.

4.3 Result of Qualitative Expert Interviews -  
Storytelling

The interviews not only confirmed the theory I was hoping to 
strengthen, they also provided a deeper insight to why storytelling is 
important– concept images that are produced with details that tell sto-
ries, can give stronger results because they engage the team’s interest 
through their creative intellect.
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5  The Process 

5.1 Resulting Process Structure
According to Holmsten (2014) and Sandberg (2014), every devel-

opment team follows a design process that suits their project’s needs. 
It is therefore important for illustrators to have an open dialogue with 
the team to devise a plan of action that is specific to each project. Since 
none of the existing models matched the conclusion which the team and 
myself had come to, a new model was created.

The following diagram (Image 4-1) illustrates the resulting process 
model that the team and myself agreed upon. It was initially derived 
from Rosell’s general model of a design process (1990 p. 25), and was 
thereafter adapted to fit the specific needs of the conceptualization 
process– based on Kosol’s design model (2014). Finally, based on the 
discussion with the team during our brief meeting, an iterative process 
of ideating, producing, and discussing/refining was fitted into the mod-
el– the images were produced through iterations so that each idea could 
influence or enhance the ones that came after. Working through itera-
tions also allowed us to modify and improve the process itself as we 
worked through the project.

Definition

Image Search

7

Feedback & 
Summary

6

Packaging

Ideation

 

3

5
1

2

4

Image 
Production

Feedback & 
Discussion

5 Thumbnailing Pre-Final Sketching

Image 4-1  Project’s Process Model–  
 the size of each phase is proportional to the time that was spent there. The largest phase 

illustrates the iterative process of ideation, feedback and discussion, and image produc-
tion.
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In total, 3 environments along with their props, and a station were 
designed, each design within a separate iteration.

Packaging is an optional phase which involves arranging concept 
images into a single canvas for presentation purposes. 

The following sections describe the design methods within the three 
phases of the iterative process– ideation, feedback & discussion, and 
image production.

5.1.1 Ideation
Ideation methods are used to generate and develop ideas according to 

the project’s brief and search results (Ambrose & Harris 2010 p. 20).

Brainstorming 
Brainstorming entails thinking of ideas, and exploring the different 

directions they can take (Ambrose & Harris 2010 p. 20).

Result:
We discussed the ideas that the team had in mind, what directions 

they could take, how they could fit- or why they wouldn’t fit into the 
game. New and improved ideas surfaces as a result.

Moodboarding
Moodboarding is a design tool that provides the team with an over-

view of a product’s look and feel (a guide to what an idea might look 
like). They allow teams to reflect, approve/reject, and refine ideas. 
Moodboards often contain collections of images, fonts, colors, textures, 
and anything that can be used as a reference. (Julier  2014 p. 117-116). 

Result:
The moodboards provided the team with a quick, descriptive, and 

simple glimpse of the directions ideas might be taking, what they were 
being based on, and how they were going to be realized. Obtaining early 
feedback before any sketching took place became possible. 
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Image 4-2 One of the 4 moodboards produced for this project, showing the corridor and  
corridor-door ideas

5.1.2 Feedback & Discussion

Feedback and discussion meetings were continuously carried out 
throughout the process, ensuring that the overall visual direction and 
characteristics of the designs (props and environments) were progress-
ing in accordance to what the team had in mind for the end-users.

When new images were ready for review (both moodboards or illus-
trations/sketches), they were discussed, and feedback was given on what 
other directions the designs could take, what worked or didn’t work, or 
how it could be refined.  

Result:
Through these discussions, the team was able to develop and refine 

existing ideas, as well as give birth to new ones. 

The team’s feedback also provided a means to confirm whether the 
images sparked the team’s interest, if they found the images and their 
ideas easy to understand, and whether their eyes were easily lead to 
focal points. We were also able to eliminate weak ideas from the very 
beginning, giving room to focus on and develop stronger ones.
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5.1.3 Image Production

Overall Design Strategy 
Image production always began with thumbnail sketching. The 

sketches were kept simple by visualizing one idea at a time, and limit-
ing the amount of details to avoid interrupting the flow of ideas (2.3.1 
Thumbnail Sketches p. l1). 

Image 4-3 Generator Prop Concept–  idea development & documentation through  
thumbnail sketching

Gestalt principles (2.1.1 Clear Idea Communication p. 6) were put to 
use when planning environment compositions with thumbnail sketches. 
I aimed to increase clarity of messages by leading the eye to focal points 
through depth variations (foreground to background concept) and line/
object directions. 

Image 4-4 Park Environment Thumbnails– branches were placed in the foreground to 
frame the park props, and most of the lines/objects point to the 3D-printed benches.

Pre-final sketches were thereafter produced by enlarging chosen 
thumbnails– the ones with the strongest ideas and presentations (2.3.2 
Pre-Final, Early Exploration Images p. 12). 

At this point, gestalt principles (2.1.1 Clear Idea Communication p. 
6) were put to use to improve clarity– differences in values and depths 
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contributed to telling each entity apart from the other as well as setting 
focus to what was more important, specifically details that incorporate 
storytelling into the images. Last but not least, enough margins of space 
were left between each related group of objects to separate them from 
other groups. 

Image 4-5 Pre-Final Park Concept

Overall Result: 
• The images sparked the team’s interest, and as a result, discus-

sions that led to further developments and new ideas took place. 

• The team found the images easy to understand through the use of  
gestalt principles– their eyes were easily lead to focal points, and 
they were able to distinguish between different depths and entities.

Resulting Environment Concepts

Corridors
Brief - The team wanted the hallways to be dark but lit by emergency 

lights, to contain wires, and to be floored with a metal lattice (so that 
lights below are visible). The end-user should get the impression that 
the area is not in it’s usual day-to-day state.

Applied Theories And Research Methods - The message was em-
phasized through the use of values and composition– I aimed to inspire 
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unease and a state of emergency by placing dark values at the far end 
of the corridor (viewers perceive unease when they can’t see what lies 
ahead). Equally dark lines as well as contrasting light ones lead the eye 
to that far end (2.1.1 Clear Idea Communication p. 6). Overgrown plants 
that don’t belong and limited light values (from emergency props) in-
spire a state of emergency (2.1.2 Sparking Interest p. 8). 

Image 4-6 Pre-Final Corridor Concept

Environment 2 - Cryoroom
Brief - The cryoroom contains 6 cryo-chambers and many floor gaps 

(in addition to the metal-lattice floor). The gaps and lattice reveal anoth-
er level below. The team wanted the cryoroom to be filled with wires of  
all sizes.

Applied Theories And Research Methods - Focus is set to the cham-
ber and medical equipment through details and high contrast of values. 
Their importance is also emphasized by framing the darkest values 
with a light foreground (2.1.1 Clear Idea Communication p. 6). The 
subtle details of the foreground frame the view which the character (the 
end-user) is experiencing (2.1.2 Sparking Interest p. 8).
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Image 4-7 Cryoroom Concept

Environment 3 - Small, Medium & Large Biolabs
Brief - The team wanted a room with a small park and crops– dense 

plantations, nurseries with over-grown saplings (no one has been tend-
ing to them), and large tubes filled with liquid and seaweed-like plants. 
The Biolab is where the station’s food is grown.

I was given the freedom to propose new ideas. After conducting an 
image search, the gathered ideas were assembled in moodboards and 
improved through the iterations (4.2.2 Feedback & Discussion p. 22). 

The new ideas could no longer fit into a single environment. The team 
therefore expanded the biolab concept into three environments instead 
of one– small, medium and large labs that are scattered throughout the 
station and interconnected through the small labs.  

We added:

• Small solar-powered nursery domes
• 3D-printed park benches
• Large ceiling windows
• Planting the crops in fastened sacks (to contain the soil in  

case of 0 gravity)
• Sacked plants and small trees
• Aquaponic tanks (adding fish as a source of protein)
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The small rooms contain large seaweed tubes, the medium rooms 
contain crop-fields, and the large rooms contain parks, plant-nurseries, 
and aquaponic tanks.

Applied Theoretical Studies And Research Methods - Once again, the 
feeling of unease is transpired though a ruling majority of dark values 
and highly contrasting light accents. Overgrown plants have either 
stretched where they don’t belong or have cracked their way through 
some of the glass tubes (reinforcing the lengthy absence of care). The 
pattern of gaps in the benches of the developed park concept is random 
to indicate that they were 3D-printed (2.1.2 Sparking Interest p. 8). 

Gestalt principles were once again used– enough space was left 
between groups of related objects to separate them from other groups, 
size consistencies/variations of similar objects convey depth (they are 
not equal in size when located in different depths, and vice versa), the 
domes and tubes were considerably brighter to easily distinguish and 
separate them from the ground and ceiling (which are made of busy line 
patterns) (2.1.1 Clear Idea Communication p. 6). 

Image 4-8 Early Biolab concept before feedback & discussion
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Image 4-9 Developed Small Biolab Concept (Plant Tubes)

Image 4-9 Developed Medium Biolab Concept (Crops)
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Image 4-9 Developed Large Biolab Concept (Domes, Fish Tanks & Park)
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6  Conclusion & Discussion

6.1 Result
My Research Question 

How can good concept images be produced during the design 
(pre-production) phase of a game’s development process?

Sub-questions:

• What defines a good concept image?

• What process structure can be followed to help develop and pro-
duce good concept images? 

 ○ What types of images should exist within the process?
 

    Development teams require the aid of illustrators to produce good 
concept images– the blueprints that are responsible for creating, ex-
perimenting with, and developing visually consistent ideas, moods, 
and messages in films/games. Concept images are meant to swiftly 
and clearly describe ideas that inspire the team in order to give birth to 
stronger ones. 

The project’s theoretical studies and  research  methods showed that a 
good concept image can intrigue it’s viewer by telling a story, it de-
scribes ideas with clarity by taking advantage of gestalt principles that 
also set focus to what’s important, and in turn generating discussion and 
new ideas.

To produce a good concept image, the illustrator must  first and fore-
most let go of technique, detail and aesthetics, and focus on keeping it 
simple– to leave room for creativity. When illustrators regard sketching 
as a simple, fast, and rough tool of visual documentation (rather than a 
means to create impressive drawings), they are able to start the process 
with a method that can produce powerful ideas. 

It also became evident that producing good and well-rendered concept 
images that are clear, descriptive, and attractive, is not possible without 
putting rich and well-thought ideas on paper first. 

Implementation improved with every iteration of the process. I be-
came better at producing thumbnails– I overworked them in the be-
ginning to the point that they weren’t just thumbnails anymore (for 
example, images 8-5 to 8-7 p. 46-46). I thereafter saw how the result-
ing images and ideas became richer and stronger when I followed the 
answers which my research methods returned. Keep it simple– three 
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words with dramatic results. 

Thankfully, the development team’s feedback was positive– the 
concept images I produced met with their expectations. We were able to 
develop interesting environments through iterations. For example, the 
biolab concept started by being a single large room within the station, 
but after a few iterations, it developed into three types of rooms that 
contained new and improved ideas.

Unfortunately, whether the outcome qualifies as good concept images 
cannot be scientifically verified–  (1) they were not tested on outside 
teams who could offer unbiased and fresh opinions,  (2) important 
theories such as value and color were not part of the study, and  (3) 
other concept-related theories that are specific to environment and prop 
design were also not included. Including them, however, would have 
dramatically enlarged the scope of this study.

6.2 Further studies
 It would be very interesting to add value, color, environment-design, 

and prop-design theories to the study. Conducting and implementing 
color- and value theories could have contributed to enhancing the view-
er’s emotional engagement. Very few environment- and prop-design 
theories with scientific merit exist, and I believe that conducting re-
search methods that can strengthen these theories would be fascinating. 
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8  Annex

8.1 Brief Meeting - 09/April/2014
Mattias Hallström and Tobias Malm (the development team members)

were asked general questions about the project, it’s requirements, and 
about themselves in order to form the project’s brief.

What will be designed? 
 Sky’s Edge is a game that will be used to demonstrate Oculus Rift to 

clients who might be interested in buying virtual reality products from 
Effektfabriken– meaning that the game is not intended for market-re-
lease. The importance therefore lies in how well the game’s elements 
work in run-time. Through this project, the team is to learn what works, 
doesn’t work, and the consol’s capabilities.

The Game’s Story (Script) & Complementary Sketches
The following game concept (sketches and text) was created and sup-

plied by Effektfabriken’s development team.

 
Image 8-1 The player wakes up in a cryo tube only able to move their head. 
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The glass and the vapour on it in the tube makes it hard to see 
through, but it is possible to get a feeling of the room beyond the glass. 
After a while the tube opens up and the player can step out of the tube 
and into the room. The room has six cryo tubes in total, two medical 
beds a bunch of other medical equipment (as defibrillators, first aid kits 
and similar). The middle of the floor is solid surface, while the floor 
around the tubes are made out of metal lattice. Under the lattice a large 
number of cables of varying size can be seen. The cables covers most 
of the walls and some of the ceiling as well. The cables are connected 
to equipment in the room, especially the tubes. Most of the tubes are 
empty and opened, some are closed and totally opac, one or two contain 
corpses. The tubes display some kind of status, for example the health 
status of its occupant. 

There is a door leading out of the room, which can be opened, at any 
time, by the player. A door should display its status, i.e. if it is locked, 
unlocked or similar.

 
Image 8-2 The room on the left is a cryo-room, to the right a corridor. Between them a 

door.

When the player steps through the door it closes by it self, on the door 
it says something like “Hibernation room #05”. The corridor curves, so 
that the player can not see where it leads. A number of similar doors as 
the player step through can be seen along the corridor. The floor of the 
corridor is made out of two parts a solid middle part and metal lattice, 
the middle of the floor is solid and the floor closes to the walls are made 
out of metal lattice, similar to the hibernation room. The space under the 
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floor is depth enough so that an average person can stand with bending 
its back. There is a large number of cables of varying size can be seen, 
as well as some displays lighting up the space a bit. Some damage to the 
cables and similar equipment can be seen. E.g. flickering lights, broken 
pipes and cables, burn marks etc.

 
Image 8-3 The plants have gone wild in the corridor

There are some blood smears leading from/to one of the hibernation 
rooms. The ceiling of the rooms and corridor are similar to the floor 
(metal lattice, cables etc.). The hibernation room and the corridor are 
blue.

All the parts should be built as puzzle-pieces with doors, corridors in 
between in order minimize the amount of data to be processed.

How much of the game needs to be designed (the scope)?
• The station’s exterior
• The corridors
• The Biolab
• The Cryoroom 

Existing examples and influences
Based on the team’s specifications, the game’s look and feel is to be 

inspired by Nasa’s International Space Station (ISS). They thought it 
would lead the end-users to relate to the game’s look and feel as real-life 
technologies.

Other game references include:
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• Portal– but not a chaotic environment
• Myst– gameplay
• Second alien film
• Pandora– in regards to the aha moment

How will the game be getting end user attention?
The feeling, the horror, the mystery, the thought that they really have 

to know what has happened, but not in a scary way.

Who will be part of the team?
Mattias Hallström– with many years of experience as a game concept 

designer and .developer, Hallström is the project’s art director and lead, 
technical artist, game/level designer, 2D/3D artist, which includes the 
creation of visual (not physical) in-game effects and animations.  

Tobias Malm– responsible for programming physical animations, 
some parts of the environments (the areas that are walkable), real-time 
special effects (like glows), how sprites/elements should behave when 
they are being moved, and level design.

Degree of complexity, how finished images should be
 The game is not meant for market release and will not be pitched. 

Image production will therefore be limited to exploration and idea de-
velopment sketches. 

Preferred design process structure
 Through iterations.

8.2 Qualitative Interviews

8.2.1 Qualitative Expert Interviews - Background Knowledge
Interviews that were conducted through email correspondence. The 

questions originated from four points that I needed to deepen my under-
standing of:

• What makes a concept image a good one, and how can concept 
images be helpful to development teams?

• Why are concept images important?
• How do teams and illustrators coordinate and work together?
• How refined and polished should concept images be?

Change of terminology– Since these interviews were conducted ear-
ly on, before the literature studies were completed, the phrase “usable 
concept image”, which should not have been used, was later corrected 
to “good concept image” based on Schell’s definition (2008 p. 349-351). 
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Tony Holmsten - 19/May/2014

Is there a difference between concept art and concept design– specif-
ically since design methods from other disciplines such as architec-
ture, industrial/automotive design, and set/scenic design are used to 
develop/communicate concepts?

 I am not quite sure i understand this question. I think the words 
concept art and concept design, is just two different ways to describe the 
same work. I don’t really see the difference, its just a naming thing, but 
it might depend who you are asking. These days all concept artists in-
corporates the disciples that you mentioned (architecture, set design etc) 
. Especially Game Concept artists are a jack of all trades in that sense 
(but often masters of none).  But it would be more fitting to call them 
concept designers. Because what they focus on is the design, to commu-
nicate the vision of a director, to a team, and not necessarily making it 
look pretty like a illustration. 

People in the industry argue that that’s the big difference between an 
“artist” and a “designer”. People usually compare that difference be-
tween a illustrator and a concept artist. (Rather then between a concept 
artist and a concept designer)

Is it enough to determine a concept sketch/illustration’s usability sim-
ply by knowing how fast/accurate it can be interpreted? What exactly 
are the criteria by which concept sketches/illustrations should be 
judged by in order to be classified as highly usable visual references 
by development team members (producers/programmers/designers/
etc)?

I think a concept art’s usability should be judged in how well it 
inspires the team. In my opinion that’s what concept art is all about, 
to give fire to ideas and discussions.  If you can communicate your 
idea with just a few pencil lines, that is usually enough to determine it 
usable. However in a team environment, not everyone has the same kind 
of eye for design or art, and different people need different amounts of 
“stimulation”. That was a weird word. What i mean is, a Art Director on 
your team, he usually has a talented eye for knowing exactly what it is 
you are trying to communicate,and he doesn’t need much polish to un-
derstand what it is you want to tell him. However, show the same image 
to say, a programmer, and he might not see what direction you are going 
at. The same goes for showing your concepts to clients, businessmen 
who are not used to working with art, and would rather have a super 
polished illustration to impress them.

Is it true that it is important to quickly adapt to the methods/process-
es of each designer/developer separately– rather than sticking to a 
specific one with every project? Why is that?

I think instead of just adapting to a process, it should be a ongoing 
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discussion, to find something that works for both the concept artist and 
the developer. 

But in that case a developer is already late in pre-production and they 
have already found a good flow, then for the sake of saving time and 
confusion it would be best to adapt to whatever process they have as 
I’m sure they would not want to start over.

Viktor Jonsson - 23/May/2014

Is there a difference between concept art and concept design– specif-
ically since design methods from other disciplines such as architec-
ture, industrial/automotive design, and set/scenic design are used to 
develop/communicate concepts?

Yes. Well, they are used interchangeably, but let’s make an distinction 
between them. Concept design is where you develop a visual idea, de-
sign something visually, solving a problem how something should look, 
designing a visual. Hence the methods/techniques are whatever works, 
3d, 2d, clay, archviz programs etc. Presentation is often quick and dirty, 
not something you would necessarily hang on your wall. “Nice brush-
strokes” has no value here. Ryan church is a favorite example of mine.

Concept art is a bit different, here the presentation is more important. 
More focus on the “art” aspect, with all what that entails. Ideally con-
cept art should also include everything from concept design... Otherwise 
you’re just doing an illustration, right? Concept art solves design prob-
lems, while resulting in an appealing painting. If you just paint some-
thing already existing, it doesn’t really qualify for the “concept” part 
in “concept art” The grandmaster of concept art is: Craig Mullins, a.k.a 
“goodbrush”.

What are the benefits of concept design in game production?
You couldn’t do a game without it. Except maybe a strict WW2 

shooter where no new visuals are needed. Or really small iphone games 
where 1-2 artist can work on their on vision by themselves. Other than 
that, making a game without concept art would be to walk in the dark. 
It defines the visuals, solves problems going from ideas to visuals and 
enables everyone to work towards the same goal, etc.

What exactly are the criteria by which concept sketches/illustrations 
should be judged by (in terms of technique, image quality, as well as 
communicative aspects) in order to be classified as highly usable vi-
sual references by development team members (producers/program-
mers/designers/etc)?

If it’s an appealing strong visual idea. It’s better with a high quali-
ty idea with less than ideal presentation, than a boring confused idea 
with flawless, detailed presentation. Visual ideas remain throughout the 
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production more than anything else. For example, the idea of “big red 
cables” in #6 you sent, will stick more than the specific number or inci-
dental placement of these cables.

Is it true that it is important to quickly adapt to the methods/process-
es of each designer/developer separately– rather than sticking to a 
specific one with every project? Why is that?

Yes I believe so. Some directors are almost divas anyway, and unless 
you can adapt, it’s not going to work out well. Sometimes you have to 
do what the people in charge wants, regardless of how much you disa-
gree. Other times you might know that you can voice your opinion, and 
do so.

Leo Sandberg - 19/May/2014

Is there a difference between concept art and concept design– specif-
ically since design methods from other disciplines such as architec-
ture, industrial/automotive design, and set/scenic design are used to 
develop/communicate concepts?

Yes, there is.

Design is functionality, not aesthetics (how something looks) but how 
it works and why it works that way. 
Art is expression, and it too should not be confused with how it looks. 
As in conceptual fine art. 
Concept art and conceptual fine art is when the idea is more important 
than the idea’s presentation method. 
Concept art is used to present possible alternatives to a visual decision, 
usually under pre production situations (as in architecture, industrial, 
gaming, film, theatre etc). 
Concept design is used to present how a functionality could work - as in 
architecture or industrial design. 
Games and films can require both.

Is it enough to determine a concept sketch/illustration’s usability sim-
ply by knowing how fast/accurate it can be interpreted? What exactly 
are the criteria by which concept sketches/illustrations should be 
judged by in order to be classified as highly usable visual references 
by development team members (producers/programmers/designers/
etc)?

No. Time is not an issue. Game play-wise time might be an issue for a 
gamer to read visually (iconography) something and to react to it. 
But not in production terms.

Is it true that it is important to quickly adapt to the methods/process-
es of each designer/developer separately– rather than sticking to a 
specific one with every project? Why is that?

Different criteria are important for different products. 
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Some products value originality, visual communication clarity (culture 
context, effectiveness and precision of said visual communication) 
Other products simply require “cool!”, AWESOME and other such emo-
tional responses.

I like to work in terms – “does this work for what we need it to do?  
Is it showing our intent with the game design/script?  
Is there any room for misinterpretation from the gamer/user/audience? 
What could that miscommunication be and how can we address that 
before we move forward with this concept?  
Can we push or enhance the concept in any way, making it clearer, more 
appealing, more original or more functional if it is to be used or interac-
tive?  
Are there any cultural prejudices that we are spreading with this idea? 
If so, how can we redesign it to enhance society and communicate our 
intent more clearly to the user? 
Is this what we need from this? If not, what is missing and why? (So we 
can revise the concept with that)

Things of that nature… and so forth

8.2.2 Qualitative Expert Interviews, Storytelling - 11/Oct/2014
Concept/storyboard artists were asked questions that were specific 

to the topic of Storytelling through still images. There were two main 
points of interest:

• Why incorporate storytelling into concept images?
• How is storytelling incorporated into them?

Bobby Chiu & Kei Acedera

My question is not about sequential images, but about a single paint-
ing (of an environment, for example), what benefits would there be to 
incorporate storytelling into that painting. 

Acedera: Huge. Usually it starts from the story. Whether it’s just that 
one character, you have to find the story in that, and build on it, because 
that’s the root of everything. That’s how you engage your audience, 
and if you concentrate on story-building,  it’s a lot stronger than just on 
the surface. You know good design, it can’t stand alone. It’s usually the 
essence– the story that drives a lot of projects.

Chiu: I think Nathan Fawkes said that even if it’s just an environment, 
the environment is like a secondary character for the story. When you 
go into an environment, if it’s done well, the environment tells a story of 
who is there, what is around. All these different descriptions. 

And this would be beneficial to the story– meaning would it also be 
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beneficial to the team who is responsible for developing the product.

Chiu: Of course.
Acedera: It should be the heart. 
Chiu: Everything revolves around the story.

How do we incorporate the story into an environment, a character, or 
into a prop?

Chiu: Just by the things that are in the environment. Like if you have 
an environment where there is very old wallpaper on the walls, this very 
floral kind of scenery, a wheelchair or a walker– it’s most likely an old 
lady living there. So all these little things play into it.

Kris Pern

Why use story in an image to engage and motivate your team? 

Because story is emotion, and because story is metaphor. Story does 
not represent the solution, it represents the question. When I’m trying to 
get something resolved, I will engage their intelligence more readily by 
asking a question rather than demanding a solution. If I have faith and if 
I trust my artists. 
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8.3 Image Production
The concept images that were produced to describe and develop the 

ideas for Sky’s Edge– the outcome of this project.

8.3.1 Corridor

Moodboard

Image 8-4 Corridor moodboard
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Corridor Pre-Final Images

Image 8-5 Corridor pre-final image 1

Image 8-6 Corridor pre-final image 2    
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Image 8-7 Corridor pre-final image 3

Image 8-8 Corridor pre-final image (after feedback) 
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Corridor Door Thumbnails

Image 8-9 Corridor doors with annotations about how they open

Image 8-10 Corridor doors (after feedback)
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Image 8-11 Corridor door sketches (after feedback)
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8.3.2 Cryoroom

Moodboard

Image 8-12 Cryoroom moodboard

Early Cryoroom Thumbnails

Image 8-13 Early cryoroom thumbnails

Image 8-14 Early cryoroom medical bed
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Image 8-15 Early cryoroom medical scanner thumbnails

Early Cryoroom Pre-Final Images

Image 8-16 Early cryoroom pre-final image 1
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Image 8-17 Early cryoroom pre-final medical scanner
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Developed Cryoroom Thumbnails (After Feedback)

Image 8-18 Developed cryoroom chamber thumbnails
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Developed Cryoroom Pre-Final Images (After Feedback)

Image 8-19 Developed cryoroom chamber pre-final image
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Image 8-20 Developed cryoroom pre-final image   

Image 8-21 Developed cryoroom from player’s point-of-view  
with final design of cryo chamber
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8.3.3 Biolab

Moodboard

Image 8-22 Biolab moodboard

Early Biolab Thumbnail Sketches

Image 8-23 Early biolab thumbnails
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Image 8-24 Early biolab prop thumbnails
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Early Biolab Pre-Final Images

Image 8-25 Early biolab pre-final image 1

Image 8-26 Early biolab pre-final image 2
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Image 8-27 Early biolab pre-final image 3

Developed Small Biolab Thumbnails (After Feedback)

Image 8-28 Developed small biolab thumbnails

Image 8-29 Developed small biolab plant-tube thumbnails
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Image 8-30 Developed small biolab floor thumbnails

Image 8-31 Developed biolab generator thumbnails

Image 8-32 Developed biolab generator thumbnail
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 Developed Small Biolab-Room Pre-Final Images  
(After Feedback)

Image 8-33 Developed small biolab pre-final image 1
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Image 8-34 Developed small biolab pre-final image 2 
from player’s point of view

Developed Medium Biolab Thumbnails (After Feedback)

Image 8-34 Developed medium biolab thumbnails

Image 8-35 Developed medium biolab 0-gravity crop thumbnail
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Developed Medium Biolab-Room Pre-Final Images (After Feedback)

Image 8-36 Developed medium biolab pre-final image 1

Image 8-37 Developed medium biolab pre-final image 2
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Developed Large Biolab Thumbnails (After Feedback)

Image 8-38 Developed large biolab thumbnails

Image 8-39 Developed large biolab aquaponic tank thumbnails
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Image 8-40 Developed large biolab park thumbnails
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Image 8-41 Developed large biolab 0-gravity plants thumbnails
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Image 8-42 Developed large biolab 3D-printed park-bench thumbnails

Developed Large Biolab-Room Pre-Final Images (After Feedback)

    Image 8-43 Developed Large biolab pre-final image 1
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Image 8-44 Developed Large biolab pre-final image 2

Image 8-45 Developed Large-Biolab aquaponic tank pre-final image
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Image 8-46 Developed Large biolab park pre-final image

Image 8-47 Developed Large biolab 0-gravity plants pre-final image
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8.3.4 Station

Moodboard

Image 8-48 Station moodboard

Station Thumbnails

Image 8-49 Station thumbnails
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Station Pre-Final Image

Image 8-50 Station pre-final image


